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Deutsche Bank lagging ‘monster’ US peers
Filippo Alloatti, Senior Analyst at Hermes Credit, reacts to today’s Deutsche Bank
results:
Deutsche Bank’s fourth quarter pre-tax loss of €1.2bn is further evidence of the
difficult current environment for traders in fixed-income, commodities and currencies
– as well as the exorbitant rise of conduct costs. This raises questions about the size
of the €2.3bn litigation reserve - is it enough?
Deutsche Bank revenues declined 27% year-on-year on a headline basis, however,
the decline was less dramatic without temporary valuation differences. The
performance is not good compared to flow-monster US peers, especially considering
Deutsche Bank has a strong American franchise. On the positive side, its asset
management and retail banking operations are doing reasonably well.
We would not go as far as some pundits, who suggest the German giant has the
‘wrong capital structure’. Deutsche Bank’s management is attacking this well flagged
issue. Nevertheless, more needs to be done on its leverage ratio. AT1 issuance of
€5bn until 2015, held back by tax issues in Germany, will clearly help. Also riskweighted asset density appears very low; it is a safe bet to assume this is going up.
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Notes to Editors:
Hermes Fund Managers
Hermes is a unique fund manager – we have been an industry leader in Responsible Investing for
over thirty years and offer clients the unparalleled combination of:
•

•

Our Multi-Boutique Structure gives institutional and pension fund clients globally the benefit
of access to a broad range of specialist, high conviction investment teams operating within an
established and robust operating platform.
Our Investment Office is a crucial function, acting as a performance risk ‘radar’ for all
boutiques’ investment activity and is central to our mission to deliver Sustainable Risk-Adjusted
Alpha to all our clients.

•

Our commitment to behaving as a Responsible Asset Manager, not merely by being a
‘Responsible Investor’ in quoted companies but also by applying these principles across all
asset classes and by behaving as a ‘good fiduciary’ on behalf of our clients.

Hermes' investment solutions include:

•
•
•

Bonds: Inflation-Linked, Government Bonds, Investment Grade, High Yield
Alternatives: Commodities, Hedge Fund Solutions, Real Estate, Private Equity, Infrastructure
Equities: Global, Emerging Markets, Small & Mid Cap, Europe, Japan

Hermes manages assets on behalf of more than 170 clients* across these investment areas with £26.1
billion* assets under management. Additionally, we support pension funds and other global institutional
investors worldwide in meeting their ESG responsibilities through our market leading Hermes Equity
Ownership Services, which takes on a stewardship role engaging globally on more than £129 billion* of
assets.
*

Please note the total AuM figure includes £3.5bn of assets managed or under an advisory agreement by Hermes GPE LLP (“HGPE”), a joint venture
between Hermes Fund Managers (“HFM”) and GPE Partner Limited. HGPE is an independent entity and not part of the Hermes group. £0.4bn of total group
AuM figure represents HFM mandates under advice. Source: Hermes as at 30 September 2013.

